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Abstract. This paper investigates the problem of suppressing access to
sensitive linkage information over data published by users of an online
social network service. We unveil the potential threats by inferring link-
age information from the user-published data, and suggest a class of data
publishing schemes to enable distributed data publication by individual
users but hide the sensitive information. Our hope is that this white pa-
per shed lights on the future investigation of privacy-preserving online
social network services.

1 Introduction

This paper investigates the problem of suppressing access to sensitive linkage
information over data published by users of an online social network service.
Online Social Network Services are widely prevalent on the Web. They pro-
vide web-based platforms for people to share information with friends who have
common interests or activities. There are numerous examples of such services,
ranging from online communities connecting users with similar background (e.g.,
alumni [1], profession [2]), social circles (e.g., friendship [3]), and life styles (e.g.,
frequent travelers [4]), to collaborative frameworks enabling users to work to-
gether in a distributed fashion to achieve certain goals (e.g., scientific research
[5]). Here is one running examples that will be used throughout this paper:

Running Example: Linkedin [2]: Every user of LinkedIn publishes a self-
describing web page as public information that contains the number of con-
nections she has, but does not contain any information of the connected users
[6]. The list of connected users is only visible to a connected user.

As outlined in the above examples, a user of an online social network service
usually publishes certain self-describing information to the public, in order to
connect with other users. Nonetheless, many users, as well as the operator of an
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online social network service, may also want to impose certain constraints on the
published information such that no sensitive information can be inferred from
it, while some adversaries inside or outside the social network intend to break
such constraints.

In the running example, a user of LinkedIn does not want to disclose her
connection with an executive of another company that the user’s company is
competing against. If such a connection is revealed, the user may be prohibited
from participating in secret projects due to risk of competitive disclosure. No-
tice that every user of LinkedIn may publish aggregates such as the number of
connections she has. Thus, a user would like to be guaranteed that no individual
linkage could be inferred from the published aggregates.

It is important to note that, unlike many existing work on privacy-preserving
data publishing for social networks [7,8] which focuses on the protection of users’
identity while publishing the topology of a social network, we investigate online
social network services where the identities of individual users are usually avail-
able for public access - e.g., most users of Facebook and LinkedIn reveal their
real names, professions, and locations on their public profile. It is the connec-
tion between multiple users that need to be discovered or protected.
From honest users’ perspective, they want every user to reveal individual data
truthfully and efficiently, but hide certain linkage information they do not want
to disclose.

To the best of our knowledge, this form of data privacy is novel and unex-
plored by researchers thus far. Notice that it is not that the sensitivity of linkage
information has never been noticed. As a matter of fact, concerns over sensitive
linkage [9] information have been raised in recent work. The novelty of our work
rests on the traditional belief that such information cannot be revealed via the
public interface of an online social network service1.

In this paper, we address the discovery and protection of sensitive linkage
information over online social network services. In particular, we describe change-
and-observe, a proof-of-concept attack which compromises sensitive linkage in-
formation from the published aggregate data. We also enunciate the key design
principles for defending against such attacks. Our vision is that this novel attack
will lead to a spectrum of interesting research issues because of the multitude
of issues surrounding the design of online social network services - e.g., what in-
formation should or should not be published. Our hope is that sensitive-linkage-
suppression techniques will become a part of standard online social network
service framework in the near future.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we introduce
background information on social networks and related issues. In Section 3, we
demonstrate the feasibility of discovering sensitive information from user pub-
lished aggregated data, and suggest several techniques to defend against such
attacks. Section 4 concludes the paper with a discussion of the future work.

1 Note that the attack discussed in [9] assumes an adversary to be capable of gaining
access to (i.e., compromising) multiple user accounts.
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2 Background and Problem Statement

2.1 Online Social Network Service

An online social network system consists of a large number of users connected by
social relationships or similar background. We call two users as neighbors if they
are directly connected, and h-degree friends if the shortest path connecting the
two users is of length h. A user of the social network service publishes one or more
self-describing web pages that contain certain information about herself and/or
her neighbors in the network. There are usually constraints on the which users
can access the published information: For example, a user typically publishes
different views for public access from those for her neighbors. In Example 1, a
user of LinkedIn is willing to reveal her list of neighbors to every neighbor, but
may be unwilling to do so for public access. Instead, a user may choose to publish
to the public only aggregate information (e.g., location/ profession distribution)
about her neighbors and, more broadly, her connected subnetwork.

For each user, how the published information should appear is determined
by both the user and the operator of the online social network service. Usually,
a user can specify whether to publish certain information, e.g., links to or ag-
gregates of friends, while the service operator controls a universal standard on
how such information is published (e.g., the top-k constraint, the precision of
published aggregates, and the frequency of updates). Since it is difficult for a
normal user to understand the technical perspectives of privacy preservation and
data processing, the data publishing strategies we investigate in the paper focus
on the standards maintained by the service operator.

2.2 Sensitive Linkage Information

In this paper, we focus on the sensitive linkage information that should be sup-
pressed by an online social network service. A user of an online social network
service may consider her connections with other users as sensitive information.
In the running example, a user of LinkedIn would not willingly reveal the fact
that she has a neighbor who is an executive of another competing company. In
general, a user may want to prevent a set of her neighbors from being learned by
anyone other than her immediate neighbors. It is important to note the differ-
ence between the sensitive linkage information here and the sensitive information
protected in the traditional studies of privacy-preserving data publishing for so-
cial networks [7,8]. In previous work, the connection graph of a social network
is given while the identities of nodes are hidden and should be protected. In our
framework, the identity of each user is known (through published profiles), but
her connections with other users become sensitive and need to be suppressed.

Given a set of sensitive links, to quantify the success of privacy intrusion
or the requirements of privacy, we need to define the notion of compromise.
Similar to the privacy models for individual tuples [10], we can define the exact
and partial compromise of sensitive links. An exact compromise occurs when an
adversary can deterministically decide whether the link exists or not. A partial
compromise occurs when there is a significant change between an adversary’s
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prior and posterior confidence about the existence of the link. Clearly, the exact
disclosure is a special case of partial disclosure. Due to the sensitivity of linkage
information, the exact disclosure notion may not always suffice - For example,
if a LinkedIn user’s company has a significant change of belief on her friendship
with a competing company, the implications of such information disclosure may
be profoundly adverse to the user.

2.3 Problem Statement

To suppress access to the sensitive linkage information, an online social network
service may have to restrict the information disclosed by an individual user.
Nonetheless, limitations on individual users’ data publishing process lead to re-
duction of service quality for bona fide users. For example, Linkedin in Example
1 has been criticized for limiting the display of the number of a user’s connec-
tions to an approximate range (e.g., 500+). Thus, the design of data publishing
techniques for individual users should suppress access to sensitive information
while maintaining the service quality for other bona fide users.

Problem Statement: The objective of an adversary is to discovery sensitive
linkage information from data published by users through the web interface of
an online social network service. The objective of privacy-preserving distributed
data publishing in an online social network service is to (i) suppress access to
sensitive linkage information through the web interface, and (ii) minimize the
information loss for the data published by individual users.

3 Discovering and Suppressing Linkage From Published
Data

The main objective of many online social network services is to provide a plat-
form for users to reveal their activities (e.g., flickr.com), thoughts (e.g., blog-
ger.com), or even day-to-day life (e.g., twitter.com). Many users tend to publish
aggregate information about their social circles within the network. For exam-
ple, LinkedIn provides tools for a user to publish the histogram of location and
profession for 1, 2, and 3-degree friends. Such aggregate information is usually
computed from a broad base of users (usually > 10,000), thus seemingly could
not reveal any information about the individual linkage.

Nonetheless, our studies find a simple yet effective attacking strategy, which
enable the adversary to infer secret linkage information from broad aggregates.
In this section, we first demonstrate the feasibility of such an attack, and then
suggest several techniques to counteract it.

3.1 Attack of Linkage Privacy

Consider a social network topology as Figure 1, we follow the default settings
in Linkedin, where a user’s view consists of its 1 and 2-degree friends. Thus, the
view of the adversary is {F1, F2, A, B, C, D}. The adversary knows all neighbors
of F1 and F2 but no linkage information for A, B, C, and D. Each node publishes
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Fig. 1. An Example of Linkage Discovery in a Social Network

the histogram of location and profession of its 1,2, and 3-degree neighbors. The
objective of the adversary is to identify the neighbor(s) of the victim node.

Step 1: Consider the first step where an adversary intends to learn whether
it is within the victim node’s 3-degree friend network. A simple strategy for
the adversary is to remove its connections with F1 and F2, and then observe
the change of the aggregates published by the victim. Clearly, if the adversarial
activities are the only changes made to the social network, then the adversary
can infer that it is within the 3-degree network of the victim iff the aggregates
published by the victim change.

In practice, however, the aggregates are not updated in real time when the
adversary makes the changes. Instead, between consecutive updates of the ag-
gregates (e.g., once a day), many other changes might have been made to the
victim’s 3-degree network, making the aggregates change regardless of whether
the adversary is within its network. In this case, the adversary can still infer
whether it belongs to the victim’s network by repeatedly performing the change-
and-observe strategy. Clearly, it cannot repeatedly connect or disconnect with
F1/F2, as it may raise suspicion from the neighbors. Nonetheless, the adversary
has an alternative strategy for changing its published information, such as loca-
tion and profession, which may be included in the computation of aggregates by
the victim node.

(a) change/no change (b) Observed Aggregate (c) Results of DFT

Fig. 2. An example of repeated change-and-observe attack
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In particular, the adversary can randomly construct a Boolean sequence (pat-
tern) of change/no-change operations, and follow this sequence on manipulating
its published data (e.g., change on the first day, no change on the second, etc). If
the adversary is within the victim node’s network, it should be able to match the
aggregates published by the victim with the pattern embedded in the adversary’s
published data, even when the aggregates also reflects changes made by many
other users. One can see that the effectiveness of this technique depends on the
design of the Boolean pattern. Figure 2 depicts a simple example of such pattern
which can be easily identified by discrete Fourier transformation (DFT). In our
preliminary work [11], we investigated the design of a class of Boolean patterns
that offer a variety of features, including short detection time and invisibility
from the victim.

Step 2: As we can see from the example, after the first step, the adversary learns
that it is within the 3-degree network of the victim. Recall that the adversary
has a list of all of its 1 and 2-degree neighbors. Since the victim is not on the
list, at least one of the 2-degree neighbors of the adversary must be directly
linked to the victim. In Step 2-3, the adversary aims to compromise such linkage
information. In particular, in Step 2, the adversary disconnects with F1, and
then uses the repeated change-and-observe attack to determine whether it is
still within the 3-degree network of the victim. One can see from Figure 1(c)
that if the adversary is still in the victim’s network, then the victim must be
connected with C or D or both. The reason is that otherwise the victim would
have to be connected with A or B, but neither case would make it possible for
the adversary to be included in the victim’s network.

Step 3: Finally, the adversary reconnects to F1 but disconnects itself from
the F2, and then launches the repeated change-and-observe attack to deter-
mine whether it is still in the 3-degree network of the victim. One can see from
Figure 1(d) that this time the adversary would be excluded from the victim’s
network. The adversary can then infer that A, B, or C is not directly linked
to the victim, because otherwise the adversary would remain in the network.
Summarizing the results from Steps 1-3, the adversary can infer that the victim
is linked to D, but not to A, B, or C.

We would like to note that, in this example, Steps 1 and 3 are enough to derive
the linkage information of the victim node. The only operations required for the
adversary is to repeatedly change its location and/or occupation information,
and disconnect from F2 at the beginning of Step 3. We include Step 2 in the above
discussion nonetheless to demonstrate what linkage information can be inferred
from the fact that the adversary remains in the victim’s 3-degree network after
disconnecting a link.

One can see from the above example that, with our novel repeated change-
and-observe attacking scheme, an adversary can infer certain secret linkage
information from the published aggregate data. More generally, the repeated
change-and-observe attack can be modeled in an information-theoretic manner
as data transmission through a noisy communication channel - i.e., the attack
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can be modeled as the embedding of a binary sequence (pattern) in data pro-
vided by the source (adversary) node, and the identification of it in aggregates
published by the destination (victim) node, which integrate the data provided
by not only the source node but also other nodes in the destination’s 3-degree
network. If we consider such data integration as a noisy communication channel
with the data provided by other nodes in the 3-degree network as noise, then
the repeated change-and-observe attack can be considered as the transmission
of the binary sequence through such a channel. Clearly, the adversary aims to
maximum the channel capacity, so that the minimum number of changes is re-
quired on its data, while the victim intends to minimize the channel capacity to
prevent an adversary from matching the sequence in the published aggregates.
A more comprehensive investigation for the exact inference as well as the anal-
ysis of linkage information from a wide variety of published aggregates will be
conducted as our on-going study.

3.2 Suppression of Linkage Information

There are two possible methods to suppress sensitive linkage information while
allowing the publishing of aggregate information. One is to prevent an adversary
from properly identifying the embedded Boolean pattern from the published
aggregates. This can be done by the social network service provider or the victim
node through limiting the channel capacity. The other method is to detect the
repeated change-and-observe attacks, so that an adversary can be prevented
from launching them due to fear of being detected.

Manipulation of published aggregate information: A simple method to
suppress access to the linkage information is to increase the number of nodes
involved in the computation of published aggregates. For example, if the 4-degree
network is used, then the adversary needs more changes in order to accurately
identify the embedded Boolean pattern. With the information-theoretic model,
this method can be understood as increasing the noise in the communication
channel, in order to reduce the channel capacity. Similarly, the victim node
can also hide the linkage information by directly adding random noise to the
published aggregates. The victim node can even manipulate the inserted noise to
intentionally mislead the adversary. Another possible method to hide the linkage
information is to reduce the frequency of updating the published aggregates
such that more changes on the other involved nodes would be reflected in the
aggregates, increasing the number of changes required by the adversary.

However, it is also important to note that all these strategies would reduce the
utility of the published aggregates, and may affect a user’s satisfaction with the
social network service. In particular, if a victim node is allowed to manually insert
noise into its published aggregates, the integrity of such published information
may also a concern for other social network users. For example, the COUNT
of neighbors, which is usually a published aggregate, is often used by social
network users to determine the trustworthiness of another user. Allowing a user
to arbitrarily change such COUNT may degrade the overall usefulness of the
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social network service. Thus, the tradeoff between the protection of linkage and
the utility of published aggregates must be carefully analyzed.

Detection of repeated change-and-observe attacks: This method focuses
on the detection of repeated change-and-observe attacks. A simple strategy is to
prohibit a user from making frequent changes to the published personal infor-
mation such as location and profession. Nonetheless, this strategy faces several
challenges: First, it affects the usability of the online social network service, as
certain published information, such as “favorite song” or “current activity” (as
in twitter.com), does require frequent updates from users. Second, this strategy
might not be effective against coordinated attacks from colluding adversaries, as
the number of changes required for each adversary can be quite low.

Another possible strategy for attack detection is to identify the specific chan-
nel coding used by the adversary. However, this method also faces difficulties
as certain coding schemes, such as PN code, offers an “invisible” feature which
makes it very difficult to be detected without knowledge of the actual (randomly
generated) pattern. To address this challenge, we suggest the investigation of
detection mechanisms that exploit a specific feature of social networks: the simi-
larity between the activities of a user and its neighbors. Following this principle,
our ongoing studies involve anomaly detection techniques in the specialized de-
tection of channel coding schemes.

4 Conclusion

In this paper, we define the novel problem of discovering and protecting sensi-
tive linkage information from data published in online social network services
through their public interface. This stands in contrast to most existing work
which focuses on protecting the identity of nodes while publishing a snapshot
of the social network topology. We demonstrate the feasibility of discovering
sensitive linkage information and giving insights into the protection of such sen-
sitive linkage information. As future work, we plan to develop, implement, and
deploy a set of linkage discovery and protection tools over a testbed integrated
with data from real-world online social network services, in order to evaluate the
performance of privacy protection techniques in real-world scenarios.
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